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Sex Trafficking, Domestic Violence, Child Sexual Exploitation and Rape

Aren’t they all bad? Why is one treated so differently?

In this age of “Sex trafficking” hysteria, illogical and very harmful laws are being passed to deal with
the violence experienced by sex workers. There is also concern for the alleged “hundreds of thousands
of child sex trafficking victims,” despite the lack of evidence and the impossibility of the numbers that
are cited. Considering the far more common acts of rape and domestic violence that wives and girlfriends experience and the far more numerous victims of child sexual abuse at the hands of someone
the child knows and trusts- children who are NOT being trafficked- it is curious that so much time
and scarce resources are spent pursuing consenting adults who buy or sell sex.
Let’s examine these issues with the FBI’s own statistics...
Except where noted, the statistics on
these pages are from the FBI Bureau of
Justice Statistics tables # 5 and 69, and
the annual Criminal Victimization
Report. The sex trafficking statistics are
from the FBI Table 1 on Human
Trafficking.

Prostitution abolitionists say “Even one child is too
many” to justify the crusade against all consenting
adult commercial sex. While any sexually abuse
child is too many- not one single child is helped by
pursuing and arresting consenting adults who
engage in commercial sex.
Not one child who is the victim of a pedophile
priest, preacher, rabbi, teacher, neighbor, parent,
police officer, baby sitter- those predators who
commit 96% of all child sexual exploitation (see
image page 3) - is helped by pursuing and
arresting consenting adult sex workers or their
non violent, non abusive clients, associates or
employers against whom no criminal complaint
has been filed.

As these thousands of reported crimes and arrest
statistics show, not one victim of sex trafficking,
rape or domestic violence is helped by squandering scarce and valuable resources that could be
used to help ALL victims.

FBI posts the annual statistics on their website by year and anyone can search for the statistics cited in this document (links to FBI tables
can be found in the “Operation Do the Math’ 2017 “policeprostitutionandpolitics.com“ website) To show the general pattern of reported
cases of rape and sexual assault, domestic violence and sex trafficking, the chart/graph above includes four years worth. The FBI did not
start posting Human Trafficking statistics until 2014. However, the police have been arresting minors (including children under 10) for prostitution offenses for many years. The number of child arrests for prostitution are very few compared to the number of adults- primarily females,
and constitute on average 1.80% of all arrests for prostitution as shown in the table below from 1991 to 2017. If there were “between
100,000 and 300,000 children being trafficked into prostitution every year” why can’t they be found?Hundreds of millions of dollars are
spent looking for those victims every year.

RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT

Meanwhile, during that same period, there were 7,400,346 reported violent rapes and sexual assaults, for which law enforcement agents
managed to solve on average 9.6%, leaving 6,689,226 cases unsolved. Perhaps some of these cases were false claims or the victims
retracted their complaint. There is no explantation for why these cases were not solved.

Nevertheless, how many
victims of violent rape and
sexual assault went without
justice because the police
wasted time and resources
on “sting operations” that
netted only consenting
adults?

Of the 1,996,893 arrests for
prostitution during those
years, how many of the sex
workers had their lives
destroyed because of an
arrest record and became
unemployable elsewhere
because of an arrest and or
conviction for prostitution?
Or lost their children because
of their arrest?

This table and links to the FBI statistics can be found on the
www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com website, in the “Operation Do the Math 2017” section, Part VA
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Of the unsolved 6,689,226
reported violent rapes and
sexual assaults, how many
victims had their lives ruined
and suffer trauma and
distress because their
rapist is still at large?
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

What about the 666,310 reported cases of domestic/
intimate partner violence? Or the 465,150 SERIOUS
domestic violence cases? There are no statistics that show
how many of these cases were solved, nor have I found
statistics for how many of the “serious intimate partner
violence” cases resulted in homicide. In how many of these
reported cases was the perpetrator arrested? Convicted?
Punished?
In many of the cases of domestic violence involving law
enforcement agents as the perpetrators, the victim finds
herself up against the “blue wall of silence” and nothing
happens to the perpetrator of the crime. The wife or girlfriend may be too afraid to even report the crime
because nothing is ever done to the cop when she does
report the crime.

Highly decorated New Jersey Police Sergeant Phillip
Seidle was apparently a violent husband from the
beginning. His wife, Tamara Seidle, claimed the verbal
and physical attacks began shortly after they were
married in 1990. The longtime officer slammed her into
walls, threatened to leave her and the kids penniless and
once kicked her in the stomach while she was pregnant
with a middle child, she said. He faced no consequences
for his violent behavior.
In 2015, he chased her down the street and in front of other officers and his daughter, continued to shoot her until he was certain she
was dead. The officers did nothing to stop him after the off-duty sergeant bolted from his Honda Pilot and squeezed off several rounds
before pointing the gun at his own head. He did not kill himself, and after he surrendered his gun, his colleagues sympathetically
hugged him. Previous episodes of violence let to a court appearance, where a judge ordered Phillip Seidle to attend anger management counseling. He was not arrested. He was not punished. “The Monmouth County Prosecutor’s Office investigation revealed
21 police calls for service since 1994 by the couple – seven of those calls were related to custody issues and seven were
classified as domestic violence related calls. No charges or restraining orders were ever filed.” Asburyparksun.com/ Jun 30, 2016
More recently, there is the case of another law enforcement officer murdering
his wife: “Newark Police Lt. John Formisano was wearing his police uniform
when he followed and shot his fleeing wife to death in the middle of their quiet
neighborhood, according to a 911 caller...”

Sadly these are not isolated
cases. Some studies claim that
the rate of domestic violence is
higher in law enforcement families than in the general population. Yet no one would
suggest that we disallow law enforcement agents from marrying or having any type of
personal relationship to prevent domestic violence perpetrated by cops.

VIOLENCE AGAINST SEX WORKERS

Those who oppose the decriminalization of consenting
adult commercial sex often claim that prostitution itself
is violence against women, that sex workers are often victims of violence at the hands of their “johns”
and “pimps.” Apparently they are unaware that “work place violence” is a fact of life for many types of
work, none of which leads prostitution abolitionists to advocate for the prohibition of other types of
labor to protect those potential victims. What abolitionists also fail to acknowledge is that sex workers
are more likely to be victims of the law enforcement agents entrusted with “rescuing” (arresting) them.

Whether it is being raped, extorted or murdered by a law enforcement agent, because sex workers are
outside the law, we have little to no recourse. Occasionally the misconduct of the vice cops becomes
so egregious and victims so numerous that our voices are finally heard. None of the abuse that sex
workers experience at the hands of law enforcement would be possible if we weren’t outside the law.

Would violence still occur if consenting adult commercial sex was no longer a crime?
Unfortunately, violence can occur in any and all human relationships, but the violence
that so concerns the abolitionists is a direct result of being outside the law and unable to
report crimes against us without fear of being arrested. Imagine arresting a wife or girlfriend who reported being a victim of domestic violence, or arresting a victim of rape
instead of the rapist? How many victims would report the crimes?

BACK TO THE SEX TRAFFICKING ISSUE

FOX News July 26, 2019
The annual FBI “Operation Cross Country” search for
victims of child sex trafficking began in 2007. According
to the FOX news article noted above, during that time
“fewer than 1,000 juvenile victims have been rescued and
recovered.” Thousands and thousands of man hours and
millions of dollars were spent to find those victims.

The number of traffickers arrested far out numbered the
victims, leading one to question whether or not the poor
sex traffickers had to “time share” the victims? Would it
be profitable for a “sex trafficker” to have to share a victim
with another trafficker?
If there were as many sex trafficking victims as is claimed
by the government and the prostitution abolitionists, why
can’t they be found? Certainly if they are being trafficked,
the men who hire them can find them.
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There are undoubtedly more victims in addition to the
fewer than 1,000 who were rescued, but one cannot
extrapolate from the annual numbers of either the

Visit our websites at www.iswface.org and www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com to find many more examples of the lies and myths about prostitution- perpetrated by
prostitution prohibitionists including radical feminists, religious conservatives and legislators... and the consequences for prostitutes when society accepts those lies

https://web.archive.org/web/20131115060108/http://www.sp2.upenn.edu/restes/CSEC_File
s/Complete_CSEC_020220.pdf

“rescues” or arrests of minors and come
up with the alleged “200,000 to 300,000
children being trafficked into prostitution”EVERY YEAR! It is further claimed that the
lifespan of these children is 7 years after
becoming a child prostitute. The average
age of a new child prostitute is alleged to
be 13, which would mean that every year
(until they die 7 years later) there would be
an additional 200,000 to 300,000 children

being trafficked. Yet the local cops and
the FBI and all their resources cannot
find more than the 922 noted for
“Operation Cross Country” from 2007 to
2017 and the 72 confirmed cases of
minors rescued in the annual FBI stats
from 2014 to 2017?

Sex worker rights activists do not claim
that there are no cases of child sexual
trafficking or child sexual abuse. We
know they are occurring. We would love
to see an end to all sex trafficking and
would love to help law enforcement find
and apprehend those who trafficking
children or adults.
However, the child sex trafficking cases
are undeniably far fewer than the cases
of child sexual abuse. Where do the
majority of child sexual abuse cases
occur?

According to the “2001 Commercial
Sexual Exploitation of Children in the US,
Canada and Mexico” report, “96% of all
child sexual assaults are perpetrated by
persons known to either th child or the
child’s family...Contrary to widely held
belief, only a small number of substantiated child sexual assaults are committed
by strangers” (which would include sex
trafficking). “Strangers commit fewer
than 4% of all sexual assaults against
children.”
The report continues with examples of
those most likely to be the predators of
children whom they child knows and
trusts: neighbors, teachers, coaches,
physicians, members of the child’s own
family such as fathers, step fathers,
uncles, older siblings.

A great number of children have been
sexually assaulted by baby sitters,
members of the clergy including priests,
preachers and rabbis, boy scout leaders,

law enforcement agents and many other adults whom the child knows and trusts. Many of these acts of sexual assault are perpetrated
against children under 10, yet there is no governmental outcry against these predators and no rescue efforts to stop this sexual
assault. The FBI does not conduct sting operations to rescue the victims and catch the predators within Catholic/ Christian Churches
or schools, or within the Boy Scouts of America, or even within law enforcement where numerous predators can be found. When such
predators are caught- usually only because the victims file lawsuits against the predators- and if the predator is arrested and charged
with a crime, the punishment, if any, is significantly less that what is prescribed for alleged ‘sex traffickers’ even in cases where the
alleged sex trafficking victim has not asked for help and/or is charged with trafficking herself.

There are no sting operations to stop the crime of domestic violence in which cops go door to door to look for suspected victims or
perpetrators. Police agencies do not send out female cops to set up “dates” with men to see if they might be rapists. Instead, all other
victims of all other crimes (except homicide) are required to file a criminal complaint before cops will investigate- IF they investigate at
all. Are the crimes of rape, sexual assault, domestic violence and child sexual exploitation so much less important to society and law
enforcement that the priority for spending scarce and valuable resources is the arrest and prosecution of consenting adults who have
NOT asked for help or have not been accused of harming anyone? Do we not want to “end the demand” for the above crimes, and if
the proposed solution to “ending the demand” for sex trafficking is viable, why would we not apply that solution to the far more numerous crimes of rape, sexual assault, domestic violence and child sexual exploitation?

May 6, 2019, NJ.com
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When sex workers are told that it is important that we
be “rescued’ and our non violent clients be arrested
because... WE are VICTIMS, what are we to think of
the apathy shown by law enforcement agents when
there ARE victims of child molestation and other sex
crimes?

November 12, 2014 NY Times

What are child victims of predator law enforcement
agents to think about the lack of concern for their well
being when the majority of predator cops receive
minimal sentences for crimes that other predators
would garner perhaps decades behind bars?

Neil Kimball LA
County Sheriff

August 9, 2019,
LA Times

What are adult sex workers and minors to think of the crusade against prostitution when so many officers including chiefs of police- hire us, pimp us- run prostitution rings, rape us and kill us, many times without
consequences? These crimes committed by law enforcement officers don’t seem to matter to abolitionists.
Cops are even allowed to have sex with us in order to make an arrest! Are these acceptable side effects of
the “End the Demand” crusade?

“Bitch, I can do anything I f.cking want”
“I’m a man, I saw a prostitute, I wanted sex...”

Greentree PA Police Chief Andrew Lisiecki
“ ...got naked and let a prostitute perform a
sexual act before making the arrest,

The chief allowed the woman to begin
performing a sex act on him. At some point after that,
he informed her that she
was under arrest.”
BECAUSE GETTING A BLOW JOB AT
TAXPAYER EXPENSE IS THE BEST WAY
TO PROTECT PROSTITUTES FROM
EXPLOITATION... RIGHT?

Chatham NJ
Police CHIEF Thomas Ramsey...
He had faced up to five years in prison and
more than $15,000 in fines for promoting
prostitution... Sentenced to probation 2005
PIMP Wayne Taylor
Also known as
NYPD Detective Wayne Taylor
pimped out 13-year-old girl and forced her to dance
naked at parties and have sex with "as many as
eight or nine men" in a single night. The girl says
Det. Wayne Taylor "bought" her for $500 and
threatened to arrest her for prostitution if she
didn't follow his orders. Served just over 3
years in prison - 2010

said San Diego Sheriff’s Deputy
Thomas John Sadler

Raped and extorted prostitutes for nearly a decade. Finally charged
with a crime. Sentenced to 2 years in prison... did not have to
register as a sex offender.

PIMP Norman Wielsch
Also known as
California State drug agent Norman Wielsch
who, with other law enforcement
officers, stole from prostitutes and ran a prostitution
ring... Wielsch admitted in court to stealing the drugs
from law enforcement evidence lockers before
selling them for cash. He was sentenced to 14 years,
but NOT for anything related to the prostitution ring
he and other cops ran... the Feds didn’t deem it
important enough to prosecute them for pimping,
pandering, extortion or theft... 2012

PIMP Titus Taggart
Also known as
NY State Trooper Titus Taggart
Admitted to organizing parties with
prostitutes while off-duty was sentenced to three
years probation and 300 hours of community
service... he transported
prostitutes over the border from Canada
which is International sex trafficking.
2013
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